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TENCH, Watkin.
A Narrative of the Expedition to Botany
Bay; with an Account of New South Wales,
its Productions, Inhabitants, &c. London, J.
Debrett, 1789. Octavo in fours, complete with
the half-title and integral leaf of advertisements; a trace of early and late foxing, a small,
old ink blot in the bottom fore-margin of two
leaves (Q2-3), contemporary polished calf,
rebacked expertly in style retaining the original
endpapers and retaining the appealing original
spine label; an excellent copy in contemporary
state.
$18,750
The rare first edition of the most significant first
settlement book – the earliest authentic account of
settled Australia to be published. Tench’s book not
only predates the other First Fleet accounts, but it is
also the most readable and sympathetic. White’s
journal apart, the others are more or less official in
tone; none has the directness of Tench’s description
of life in the first days of the colony.
The book appeared quickly, first being put on sale
on 24 April, 1789; Tench had evidently came to an
arrangement with the London publisher before he
left England. It proved extremely popular – not
surprisingly, in view of the large public that would
have been curious for news of the colony – and
three editions in London, a Dublin piracy, a New
York piracy, as well as French, Dutch, German, and
Swedish translations all appeared quickly.
Tench spent altogether four years in the colony, carrying out his military duties as a marine, but devoting as much time as he could to exploration. He discovered
the Nepean River and traced it to the Hawkesbury, and began the many attempts to conquer the Blue Mountains. He was a lively, good-humoured and cultured
member of the new society, and these qualities come through in his book which gives a vivid picture of the voyage out, and the establishment of the town at
Sydney Cove. Apart from its importance as the first genuine description of the new colony, Tench’s narrative provides us with the clearest of the surviving
images of the first crucial months of settlement.
Over the past forty years, this book has proved to be the scarcest on the market of all the First Fleet narratives, a fact sometimes disguised by the existence of a
Dublin and two other London editions in the same year. Ferguson, 48; Wantrup, 2.
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STURT, Charles.
Narrative of an Expedition into Central Australia,
performed under the authority of Her Majesty’s
Government, during the years 1844, 5, and 6. Together
with a notice of the Province of South Australia, in 1847
[with] Map of Captain Sturt’s Route from Adelaide into
the Centre of Australia, Constructed from his Original
Protractions, and other Official Documents. By John
Arrowsmith. 1849. London, T. & W. Boone, 1849 [and]
London, John Arrowsmith, 1849. Two volumes, octavo, with
16 plates (six coloured) and a folding coloured map + the
separately-issued two-sheet Arrowsmith map; a handsome
copy bound in half tan calf and marbled boards, spines gilt
with double contrasting labels, the large folding map laid
down and folded into a matching quarter calf folder, gilt; a
degree of foxing to the plates as always with the Boone
explorers, the large Arrowsmith map with slight fraying at
some folds.
$16,500
A handsome copy of the first edition: with the very rare separatelyissued two-sheet Arrowsmith map.
“The geographical results of Sturt’s last expedition, the first into
the heart of the continent, were significant. He determined the
confluence of the Darling and the Murray, settled speculation
about a vast inland sea, found no evidence of a large central river,
and determined that there was no central dividing range. The
expedition was also responsible for major discoveries, especially
the discovery and exploration of Coopers Creek, the Stony Desert,
and the Simpson Desert.” (Wantrup).
The book is finely illustrated with plates after Gill and Melville,
among others, as well as four handcoloured natural history plates
by John Gould. The appendices in the second volume include a
narrative of Edmund Kennedy’s survey of the ‘Victoria’ River, an
appendix on birds by John Gould and one on botany by Robert
Brown, who had sailed as Flinders’s botanist on the Investigator.
The two text volumes are finely illustrated with two tinted plates after S.T. Gill, ten plates after Henry Melville, Sturt, Frome, and Gill, as well as four
handcoloured natural history plates by John Gould. Ferguson, 5202; Richards, 104 (text); Wantrup, 119 (text) and 120 (map).
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[HANGING ROCK]
An important small archive relating to the purchase and
development of this premier tourist and recreation landmark.
Melbourne and Woodend, 1860 – 1897. Eleven documents on
eleven leaves, octavo, oblong duodecimo, quarto, foolscap folio, ink
manuscript (including, in a few cases, printed forms achieved in
manuscript); original folds in some documents (one nibbled at the
fold without impairing the import of the text), in excellent state
overall.
$2200
Hanging Rock near the Victorian town of Woodend became a famous
recreation and tourist area in the late nineteenth century. The international
success of the 1975 film of Joan Lindsay’s gothic novel, Picnic at
Hanging Rock, catapulted the rock beyond its merely Victorian celebrity
to be one of the acknowledged icons of Australian tourism.
The present archive relates to the purchase of Hanging Rock from
William Adams by William Anderson in 1876 for £350.
Anticipating the 1861 completion of the railway line from Melbourne to
Woodend, William Adams purchased the ground near what was then
known as Dryden’s Rock from Kyneton solicitor Thomas L. Jones, who
was the first to purchase the 170 acre allotment containing Hanging Rock
in 1857.
Three years later in 1860 Jones sold the northern 100 acre portion,
containing the Rock itself, to Alexander Archer, and the remaining 70
acres, to the south, to William Adams. In 1869 Adams purchased Archer’s
portion to the north and in doing so again brought the original 170 acre
property into single ownership. Adams had also purchased land to the
north-west of the Rock and built the Hanging Rock Hotel in 1866.
Adams then went to considerable expense to develop Hanging Rock as a
pleasure resort. By building a weir across the Five Mile Creek he made a
lake of several acres on which rowing boats were available. He introduced
swans and other water birds. He constructed a road which almost reached
the top of the Rock that was wide enough for a carriage to be driven up
and he planted ornamental trees and garden beds along the drive.
He laid down the first Racecourse on the western side of the Rock where
race meetings were held. At the height of its popularity special trains ran
from Melbourne to Woodend on Rock Race days and large horse-drawn
drags holding up to 60 passengers drove out to the Rock and back.

In 1871 Adams sold his land, with the exception of Hanging Rock itself, to William
Anderson of Melbourne who then leased the grounds to successive owners of the
Hanging Rock Hotel.
In 1874 William Adams had attempted to sell Hanging Rock to the government.
However the asking price was considered excessive at the time and no sale resulted. By
1875 Adams affairs were in severe disorder and he appears to have attempted to sell the
Rock to Thomas Nourse Morse for £870.
Among the bundle of papers attached to the contract of sale from Adams to Anderson
(see 2 below) is a memorandum noting Adams’s various purchases and noting a contract
of sale to Morse in September 1875 and September 1876. Also included in the bundle are
undertaking to J.H. Alyssin – professional monumental mason and notorious amateur
loan shark – from Morse and later from Anderson to repay the mortgage Adams had
evidently given him over the Rock. Importantly this equates to an overall cost to
Anderson of about £800 to complete the purchase of the Rock.
Anderson commercialised the Rock in a way Adams had not by building gates and
fencing off the entrance to the rock: tourists wishing to climb the rock had to pay an
entrance fee. The archive includes correspondence from government officials approving
his plans and also, importantly, includes a letter of intent of October 1884 indicating that
the Government of Victoria agreed to purchase the Rock from Anderson for £1400: a
handsome profit over his purchase price! Anderson, however, maintained ownership and
rights to his adjoining grounds and there are two documents from the Shire of Newham
indicating that the Shire was leasing water rights to the Rock Dam from Anderson as late
as 1897-9.
The archive comprises:
1. Agreement and receipt dated 22 September 1876 transferring Title of Hanging Rock to
William Anderson signed and dated by William Adams for the sum of £350.
2. A pinned bundle of six manuscript documents (evidently pinned originally to the
contract of sale): receipt to Thomas L. Jones for Title Deed to Hanging Rock dated 22
February 1860 (i.e. a copy purchased from the Department of Crown Lands at the time of
the initial sale to Adams); an undated (but circa 1876) annotated list of titles with sketchmap concerning the Adams properties at Hanging Rock, which is here called Dryden's Rock, it’s earlier name (the title dates are from March 1860 to September
1876 and indicate various purchases and sales of grounds around Hanging Rock made by William Adams); receipts signed by Adams to Anderson (1876-7) for
progress payments on his purchase of Hanging Rock; and documents relating to the Alyssin mortgage on the Rock.
3. Letter to Anderson from the Secretary of the Department of Lands and Survey dated 23 September 1884 confirming that Anderson has the Minister's approval
to fence off Hanging Rock as requested.
4. Letter to Anderson from the Crown Solicitor dated 9 October 1884 advising that the Crown has agreed to the purchase of the Hanging Rock for £1,400.
5. Two letters from the Shire Secretary of Newham Shire to Anderson relating to Anderson's agreement to the public use of water from the Rock dam. (1897-9).
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GORDON, Adam Lindsay.
Verses Inspired by My “Old Black Pipe”… [drop
title]. Hamilton (Victoria), Printed at the Spectator
Office, n.d. but circa 1862 – 1864. Broadside quarto
(265 x 225 mm), loose as issued, old folds with
consequent distress along the folds, very good for such
an ephemeral piece.
$2250
THE EARLIEST SEPARATE PUBLICATION OF ADAM
LINDSAY GORDON?
A rare and unrecorded broadside which Gordon’s friend
and companion, William Trainor, had printed at the office
of the Hamilton Spectator for private distribution, including
at least one copy on silk1.
William Trainor, born at Staten Island, New York, in 1841
was a juvenile circus rider who came to Australia with
Burton’s circus in 1856 at the time the gold rush. He
became a horse-breaker with Adam Lindsay Gordon, whom
he first met at Penola in South Australia when Gordon, then
a Trooper, almost arrested him. Both men were noted
steeplechase riders and became boon companions in the
early years of travelling horsemanship through western
Victoria and South Australia. Gordon, who was notoriously
careless of such things left his manuscripts with Trainor,
and Trainor himself rescued a good many the poet had
simply thrown away.
The broadside comprises two poems in three columns:
“Verses Inspired by my Old Black Pipe”; and “Visions
from the Smoke from The Old Black Pipe”.
The manuscript of “Verses Inspired by My Old Black Pipe”
is known to have been in Trainor’s keeping and he is
recorded as having given it to a fellow admirer of Gordon2.
The second poem, “Visions…” was also in Trainor’s
possession.
In 1895 Trainor said that “Verses Inspired by My Old
Black Pipe” was written in 1862 in the Mt Gambier hut
they shared. Thrown aside by Gordon, the manuscript was
rescued by Trainor, as were many other early verses
scribbled in the saddle or by the fireside3.

The present broadside has four authorial corrections in ink manuscript, which provide important evidence for dating this broadside. There are a few faint and
virtually illegible pencilled annotations in the margin of the first poem, “Verses Inspired by My Old Black Pipe”, which also provide evidence concerning the
date of this broadside. These points are noted in more detail below.
In summary, this broadside was the copy text used for the first appearance in public print of “Verses Inspired by My Old Black Pipe” when it was printed in the
journal Bell’s Life in Victoria in October 1864 – but of course printed in September at the latest. It was reprinted, probably from Bell’s Life, in the Portland
Guardian in early November. These printings both adopt the manuscript alterations here (“great” to “grey”, and the Latin tag corrected), while later printings
using Trainor’s manuscript, of which there were several in newspapers over the next forty-odd years, do not include Gordon’s manuscript alterations.
It is evident that the poem submitted to Bell’s Life was not the Trainor manuscript or a transcript of it but this Hamilton-printed broadside with Gordon’s
alterations. The virtually illegible marginal pencillings, which are only on the poem printed in Bell’s Life, “Verses Inspired by My Old Black Pipe”, appear to be
editorial and largely relate to Gordon’s classical allusions: the one fully legible note considers Gordon’s description of Achilles “little games” to be in “bad taste”;
another appears to remark on his use of “Morituri”, another relates to his mention of Catullus, another defies interpretation. Such annotations are what one might
expect from an editor or an editor’s reader and it may well be that this exemplar was the very one used to set up the printing of the poem in Bell’s Life.
The second poem here “Visions from the Smoke from The Old Black Pipe” was printed in Bell’s Life in 1866 – and it would appear nowhere else. The version
printed there does not include the authorial corrections (“’Gainst” for “But”, and “minutes” for “minuits”) from this broadside. Presumably the 1866 printing of
the poem was from Trainor’s manuscript or a transcription of it rather than from this amended printed broadside.
On the basis of the details of textual transmission that are evident from this broadside, it is clear that it preceded the October publication of Bell’s Life by at least a
month (i.e. September 1864) or more (i.e. August 1864 or even earlier). This matters since Gordon’s otherwise earliest known separate publication is The Feud
published in the Border Watch on 30 August 1864 and as a 16-page pamphlet a few days before or a few days after. But did it precede the broadside?
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1.
The Tasmanian, 19 December 1891 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article199540081
2.
Launceston Examiner, 17 November 1891 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article39582163
3.
The Australasian, 27 April 1895 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article139709025
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[TELEPHONE] A set of the first Victorian municipal
telephone Directories 1887 – 1891, including the first Geelong
Directory, 1889.
The Government Telephone Exchange, Melbourne. 1st
October, 1887 [and further as below]. Melbourne, Government
Printer 1887 – 1891. 14 pieces in two volumes, octavo;
contemporary quarter black morocco and plum moiré cloth sides,
spine lettered and ruled in gilt, mildly rubbed and the cloth a little
marked, in excellent state.
$4400
Extremely rare – the ultimate ephemeron – and possibly a unique
survival. The first fourteen telephone directories for Victoria bound in
two volumes.
Only a few years after Alexander Graham Bell had demonstrated a
practical telephone the first commercial telephone services were set up
in 1878 and 1879 on both sides of the Atlantic, in London and in New
Haven, Connecticut. Australia's first telephone service, a private service
connecting the Melbourne and South Melbourne offices of Robinson
Brothers, was set up in 1879.
In August 1880, astonishingly soon after the New Haven and London
exchanges had been established, the Melbourne Telephone Exchange
Company began operating Australia's first telephone exchange at 367
Collins Street, Melbourne with 23 subscribers. It was subsequently
renamed the Victorian Telephone Exchange Company and remained in
private hands until September 1887, when it was taken over by the
Government of the Colony of Victoria, with the number of subscribers
having reached 887. The first directory of the new government-owned
exchange were issued in October 1887. At Federation the colonial
exchanges were transfered to the Commonwealth Government and put
under the control of the Postmaster-General's Department which, from
1901 – 1975, controlled all telephonic services and exchanges in the
Commonwealth.
These first government directories provide an alphabetical and a
numerical list of subscribers to the Melbourne exchange, which
extended its service as far as Flemington, Brunswick, Collingwood,
South Melbourne, Port Melbourne, Richmond, St Kilda, South Yarra,
Caulfield, Carlton, Fitzroy, Clifton Hill, Hawthorn, and places in
between. Within a very short time new exchanges were called for. First
in the city proper (Exhibition Exchange and Universal Chambers

Exchange in 1888). Then Windsor Exchange and Malvern Exchange were
added in 1889. Geelong’s first exchange was on line later in 1889. The
Brighton Exchange was added in 1890, with Hawthorn Exchange added in
1891. As well, other exchanges had been set up in the city proper between
1889 and 1891 as demand increased.
The set of directories here comprise:
The Government Telephone Exchange. Melbourne. 1st October 1887; the
same, 1st January 1888; the same, 1st July 1888; the same, October 1888; the
same, 1st January 1889; the same, April 1889.
The Government Telephone Exchanges. Melbourne, Malvern & Windsor. 1st
July 1889.
The Government Telephone Exchanges. Melbourne, Malvern, Windsor, and
Geelong. 1st October 1889 (the first Geelong Director); the same, January
1890; the same, April 1890; the same, July 1890.
The Government Telephone Exchanges. Melbourne, Malvern, Windsor,
Brighton, and Geelong. 1st October 1890; the same, 1st January 1891.
The Government Telephone Exchanges. Melbourne, Hawthorn, Malvern,
Windsor, Brighton, and Geelong. 1st April 1891.
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PARKER, Mrs. K. Langloh.
Australian Legendary Tales. Folk-Lore of the Noongahburrahs
as told to the Piccaninnies. Collected by Mrs. K. Langloh
Parker. With Introduction by Andrew Lang, M.A. Illustrations
by a Native Artist, and a Specimen of the Native Text [and]
More Australian Legendary Tales collected from various
Tribes by Mrs. K. Langloh Parker... With Introduction by
Andrew Lang, M.A. With Illustrations by a Native Artist.
London, David Nutt, and Melbourne, Melville, Mullen & Slade,
1897 – 1898. Two works, octavo, pp. xvi, 132, 12 (advertisements), with twelve illustrations in the text, and pp. xxiv, 104,
16 (advertisements), with five illustrations in the text; excellent,
near fine, copies, entirely uncut in uniform original green decorated
cloth.
$1100
First editions of Parker’s seminal translations of Aboriginal legends: a
handsome set in the publisher’s uniform binding, with the pleasing
provenance of artist and distinguished mentor (of Russell Drysdale and
Peter Purves Smith, among others), George Bell, with his ownership
inscription, dated 1906 from his Walpole Street, Kew, address.
K. Langloh Parker wrote several substantial works on the Aborigines and
these sympathetic translations introduced Aboriginal legend to a wider
European audience for the first time. Published at a time when the late
nineteenth-century enchantment with myth and legend was at its height,
Parker’s volumes made a significant contribution to the that body of
world literature and have been reprinted in whole or in part regularly ever
since.
It is also noteworthy that the illustrations “by a Native artist” were after
drawings by Tommy McRae. These were the first books to be illustrated
by an Aboriginal artist.
Nutt specialised in the publication of fairy tales, myths, legends and other
works for children and this work falls naturally within his area of interest.
For the Melbourne co-publishers this was an opportunity to present the
colonial public with “An Australian Jungle Book”, to use their own
phrase when promoting it in Australian journals. This called to mind
Kipling’s recent success with his series of Indian tales but also made
something of a statement about the equivalence of Australian children’s
literature to the European product. A similar gesture in Kipling’s

direction was made by Angus and Robertson in 1896 when they issued
Paterson’s Man From Snowy River and Lawson’s In the Days When the
World was Wide is a style of binding clearly imitative of Macmillan’s
‘standard’ Kipling binding.
The first edition of the first work exists in two variant states, both printed
and bound at the same time in Britain by the Ballantyne Press, but
differently dated: one with the title dated 1896, the other postdated 1897.
This was – and remained – a very a common practice both in England
and Australia with books printed and published towards the end of a
calendar year and intended for export. A second impression of the first
work was also published in 1897 and this was properly designated
“second edition” on the title-page.
Separate advertisements for the second book in contemporary Australian
journals stated unambiguously that “The first volume was published in
1897, and was cordially welcomed by the English and Colonial Press.
The second volume is just ready (Christmas 1898)”. An advertisement in
the second book here (p. 12 of the advertisements), notices that the first
book was published in 1897 and that the second is “just ready (Christmas,
1898)”. Interestingly, this advertisement is for the collective issue of the
two works bound together in one volume, confirming that the collective
issue was published concurrently with the second work. In the collective
issue, the first work appears always to be the designated “second”
edition.
Such attractive, uniform sets of the two works, especially with pleasing
provenance, are very scarce.
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STEPHENS, A.G. (editor).
The Bookfellow: A Monthly Magazinelet for Book-buyers
and Book-readers. The First Number [- No. 5]. Sydney,
The “Bulletin” Newspaper Company, 7 January – 31 May,
1899. Five parts, small octavo (part 1), sextodecimo (part 3),
and duodecimo (parts 2, 4, and 5), pp. [16] (the titling
wrappers included in the collation); pp. 24; pp. 40; pp. 48; pp.
48; a trace of spotting and a little use but an excellent set
bound with original wrappers in full brown morocco of the
epoch (probably by Cross in Sydney), spine lettered and
decorated in gilt.
$880
Rare: first edition of the complete Bulletin series of The
Bookfellow, the brain-child of A.G. Stephens. This Bulletin series
did not pay its way and was discontinued within a few months but
Stephens never lost his dream of a high quality literary Australian
journal. Among those poets who contributed to the magazine were
Brennan (importantly: his translations of Baudelaire), Boake,
Daley, Mary Hannay Foott, G.W. Marshall-Hall, Dowell O’Reilly,
D.W. Souter, and Ethel Turner. Although there is some truth in the
description of this as ‘dilettantish’, it includes much poetry, prose
and criticism of significance. Mackaness and Stone, XV; Stuart, 96.
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DOUGLAS & CO. PTY. LTD.
The “Douglas” Safety Bath Heater for Gas. Melbourne, Douglas & Co. Pty. Ltd., circa 1900s Oblong octavo, printed in sepia on cream paper
with line-drawn illustrations, a few short tears (no loss) and general wear; very good.
$125
Illustrates four different types available including the “Wee Douglas” for hot water at the kitchen sink.
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SPENCER, Walter Baldwin and Francis James GILLEN.
The Northern Tribes of Central Australia. London, Macmillan and
Co., 1904. Octavo, pp. xxxvi, 784 + two folding coloured plates with
printed facing tissue guide plates, a folding map, three folding tables,
with hundreds of illustrations (many photographic) in the text; a touch
of spotting but an excellent copy, entirely uncut in the original green
cloth, the spine lettered and decorated in gilt, gilt vignette on the front
board.
$880
First edition of the very scarce second publication by Spencer and Gillen.
This is a pleasing association copy, with the pencilled ownership inscription
of prominent ornithologist J.A. Campbell, dated Armadale, 1904, on the free
front endpaper.
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PRATT, Antwerp Edgar.
Two Years Among New Guinea Cannibals... With Notes and
Observations by his Son Henry Pratt and Appendices on the
Scientific Results of the Expedition London, Seeley & Co., 1906.
Octavo, pp. 360, 6 (advertisements) + frontispiece and folding
coloured map (following p. 360), with 47 other leaves of plates
included in the pagination; very good in lightly used original red cloth,
the spine lettered in gilt, with a gilt central vignette of a two-masted
native craft on the front board, top edge gilt; other edges uncut. $1200
Rare: first edition. An excellent and much sought account of a scientific
collecting expedition in 1901-2. Pratt includes good descriptions of Papuan
topography, vegetation, climate, flora and fauna, the native inhabitants and
their houses, villages, customs, rites, witchcraft, etc. Not in ANB; Barrett,
418.
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GREGORY, John Walter.
The Dead Heart of Australia: A Journey around Lake Eyre in the
summer of 1901 – 1902, with some account of the Lake Eyre Basin
and the Flowing Wells of Central Australia. London, John Murray,
1906. Octavo, pp. xvi, 384 + 16 leaves of plates, six folding coloured
maps, and one full-page map (“Map of Lake Torrens according to Eyre
and Sturt”, facing page 252 but not included in the list of maps and
plates); very good in the original tan cloth, spine and front board
lettered in gilt, photographic illustration inset on the front board
surrounded by a plain-line heart-shaped frame in gilt; top edge gilt,
others uncut.
$880
First edition, the primary issue with the evocative heart-shaped
photographic illustration of desert stones inset on the front board that is
only found on this issue.
This important book records Gregory’s expedition to the Central Australian
deserts of the Lake Eyre Basin with students and colleagues from the
University of Melbourne. Gregory’s Dead Heart Expedition was the first
major scientific exploration of the new century and made important
contributions to the understanding of the inhospitable region. He was the first
to use the phrase ‘Dead Heart’ to describe Australia’s arid heartland, an
expression which has since entered the language.
The first issue of the first edition is extremely scarce. Printed in limited
numbers (typically as few as only 800 copies of such a book would have been
printed), a substantial number of the unsold sheets were re-issued with a
cancel title-page in 1909 as part of Murray’s Imperial Library. The number of
extant copies of the 1909 re-issue on the market seem to outnumber by as
much as three to one the number of copies of the primary issue, with
consequently as few at two or three hundred copies of the 1906 primary issue
perhaps ever distributed. ANB, 18412; Greenway, 4128; Mills, R74.
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[US FLEET 1908] MORAN, Cardinal Patrick Francis.
Address to the Admiral, Officers and Men of the American Fleet. Sydney,
Catholic Book Depot, 1908. Octavo, pp. 16; about fine in original wrappers. $330
Extremely scarce.
The visit of the American Fleet in 1908 was of considerable importance in the early years
of the Commonwealth, which, like many such goodwill gestures had a serious political
intent.
There was a growing sentiment in Australia, from the Prime Minister down, of the need for
an Australian navy, financed and controlled by the Commonwealth. This sentiment was not
just a matter of nationalism or the wish to project Australian power in the region but also a
very real fear of the expansion of potentially hostile nations into the Pacific. In the decades
before Federation the British authorities had shown themselves less than enthusiastic in
protecting the security of the colonies and at times Australian leaders had taken it on
themselves to force the hand of British authority, most notably with the annexation of
Papua by the Premier of Queensland, Sir Thomas McIwraith, to counter German ambitions
there following German annexation of New Guinea.
A growing number of people, including the director of the Commonwealth Naval Forces,
Vice Admiral William Cresswell, demanded an autonomous navy financed and controlled
by Australia. In 1907 Cresswell and Prime Minister Alfred Deakin attended the Imperial
Conference in London where they sought British agreement to end the Australia Station
subsidy system and to develop an Australian navy. The Admiralty rejected the request.
Deakin was displeased with the Admiralty’s attitude and, in a political masterstroke, invited
the United States Great White Fleet to visit Australia in 1908.
British antipathy to America’s increasing projection of its power into what was considered
the ‘British’ sphere of influence had been a central concern since the 1870s. It was
principally fear of American engagement in the south-west Pacific that brought about the
annexation of Fiji by the Crown in 1874 – in the person of Sir Hercules Robinson,
Governor of New South Wales, actively encouraged by the government of New South
Wales.
The visit of the US Fleet encouraged public enthusiasm for a modern navy but, more
importantly, was the occasion for the Commonwealth to order two 700-ton torpedo boat
destroyers, an order which annoyed the Admiralty who remained antagonistic to an
independent Australian naval force.
Moran’s pamphlet is one of a very substantial number of ephemeral pieces produced here to
mark the visit of the Great White Fleet and it is one of the rarest (and in unimpeachable
condition).
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[OUTHWAITE] RENTOUL, Annie Rattray and Ida
Sherborne RENTOUL.
The Lady of the Blue Beads Her Book: Being an account of
her first Blue Moon spent on Sun Island. Melbourne, George
Robertson & Co., n.d. but 1908. Quarto, pp. 104, with
illustrations throughout, many full-page, by Ida Rentoul
Outhwaite; a trace of foxing but less than usual, a very good
copy in the beige cloth.
$880
First edition of one of Outhwaite’s first properly commercial book
publications and now quite scarce. The text is by her elder sister
Annie Rattray Rentoul and it follows two more or less privately
printed brochure publications from the talented women of the
Rentoul family, all illustrated by Ida before her marriage.
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WUNDERLICH
LIMITED.
Wunderlich Marseilles
Roofing Tiles, TerraCotta Roofing, Accessories, Chimney Pots,
Ridge Finials, &c., &c.
[drop title]. Sydney,
Wunderlich, 1912. Two
conjugate leaves, duodecimo by dimensions,
with substantial number
of photographic illustrations, printed in black and
– yes – terra-cotta
throughout; folded as
issued, about fine. $165
Very scarce: the brochure
includes photographic illustrations of several handsome Federation buildings,
mostly houses, capped with
tiles.
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[FIRST A.I.F. IN EGYPT]
An unusual group of five postcards showing digger life in
Cairo, probably in the months before Gallipoli. Cairo, I. Jaffye,
n.d. but circa 1914 – 1915. Five postcards, 87 x 136 mm, printed
in colour; in very good clean state.
$770
Five postcards crudely drawn and printed in colour, the versos
containing part of a long letter to his mother from a soldier called Bruce.
The series was produced locally for the Australian troops and shows the
life of diggers in slouch hats coming to terms with Egypt and the
Egyptians.
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MAWSON, Douglas.
The Home of the Blizzard: being the Story of
the Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911 –
1914. London, William Heinemann, 1915. Two
volumes, thick octavo, pp. [ii] (blank), xxx (errata
list on p. xx), 350 (last blank), [2] (blank), with
106 leaves of monochrome plates (including a
photogravure frontispiece with titling-tissue),
three double-page plates, and one folding plate,
eight leaves of coloured plates with titling-tissues,
other illustrations (including maps) in the text +
pp. [ii] (blank), xiv, 338, [2] (colophon, verso
blank), with 90 leaves of monochrome plates
(including a photogravure frontispiece with
titling-tissue), four double-page plates, one
folding plate, ten leaves of coloured plates with
titling-tissues, and three large folding tinted maps
in an end-pocket, other illustrations (including
maps) in the text; original silver-pictorial dark
blue rib-grain cloth, spines lettered and ruled in
gilt, front boards lettered in gilt with a central
vignette in silver, titled in the image “Leaning on
the Wind”, back boards with publisher’s device in
blind; bottom edges uncut, blue top edges, foreedges trimmed; a particularly fine, crisp and clean
set.
$3500
First edition. The classic account of Australian
Antarctic exploration, frequently reprinted, revised,
abridged, and translated. Mawson’s first expedition
was an epic of endurance and this and his subsequent
work in the Antarctic form the most significant basis to
Australia’s claim to its extensive Antarctic Territory.
The expedition charted the entire coastline between the Mertz Glacier and Grassberg, forming the last link in the chain that connected the discoveries of Dumont
d’Urville, Wilkes, Scott, and Drygalski. Most importantly, they systematically explored King George V Land and the adjacent Terra Adelie.
Mawson’s book includes a self-effacing account of his epic journey across five hundred kilometres of Adelie Land in 1912, without a tent and most of his food,
“one of the great feats of human endurance” (Richards). This edition not in ANB; Richards, 337; Renard, 1022; Rosove, 217.A1 (binding b – no priority);
Spence, 774.

[17]

[GALLIPOLI] MITCHELL, Private F.E.
A Group of ten original snapshots taken by a soldier of the First
Battalion, A.I.F. Gallipoli, circa 1915 – 1916. Ten albumen paper
prints, various sizes (three 83 x 107 mm; six 70 x 87 mm; one 90 x 63
mm); in very good state.
$1100
Each photograph is carefully annotated by Private F.E. Mitchell, the
photographer, in indelible pencil, the captions producing a very useful
continuous description. An added photograph shows Pte. Mitchell.

[18]

LAWSON, Henry.
Song of the Dardanelles
and
Other
Verses.
London,
George
C.
Harrap, 1916. Octavo, pp.
138 (last leaf blank), [6]
(advertisements, last blank)
+ frontispiece portrait; first
and last leaf little spotted,
very good in original
pictorial khaki cloth. $385
First UK edition of My Army,
O, My Army!, retitled so as to
make the patriotic war
content more immediately
evident to British readers. In
our experience this edition is
very scarce indeed.
[19]

“RICHARDSON,
Henry Handel” (Ethel
Florence
Lindesay
ROBERTSON).
The Fortunes of Richard
Mahony. London, William
Heinemann, 1917. Octavo,
pp. [viii], 406, [2] (blank);
slight cheap paper edgetanning, a sharp, bright
copy in original linen-grain
red cloth, spine and front
board lettered and decorated in black, early newspaper reviews neatly
on front pastedown endpaper, an excellent copy.
$550
Extremely scarce first edition of this classic novel (Colonial issue). The first
volume of Richardson’s celebrated Richard Mahony trilogy.

[20]

DRAKE, Miss Lucy.
Swinburne Technical College, Glenferrie. Student’s
Text Book for Home Cookery. Melbourne, H. Hearn
& Co. [for Swinburne Technical College], n.d., 1910s –
1920s. Small oblong octavo, pp. [xvi], 91 leaves (i.e. pp.
182 – the rectos blank and numbered only on the versos
from 1 to 91), pp. [2] (advertisement recto blank), with
some illustrated advertisements; a modest degree of use,
some yellowing of the newsprint paper stock in parts
but a very good copy indeed for such an ephemeral and
cheaply produced cooking text (with student’s name
neatly enough at the top of the front wrapper), stapled in
original edge-worn wrappers.
$185
Rare and ephemeral: the third edition of this text book for
cookery students by one of Melbourne’s leading instructors.
The text is largely printed on the versos of each leaf with the
rectos left blank for notes and recipes, which in this exemplar
have occasionally been used. This piece is printed on
newsprint paper stock, a factor which accounts for its rarity,
quite apart from its inevitable destruction through practical
use. See Austin, p. 42.

[21]

EXCELSIOR BROOM & BRUSH Co.
Brushes and Brooms. Catalogue – No. 1 [wrapper title]. North
Fitzroy (Melbourne), Excelsior Broom & Brush Co., circa 1920s. pp.
32 (first and last leaf blanks), photographic illustrations throughout;
small and pale damp mark in the lower fore-margins, in other respects
fine and crisp in original wrappers.
$220
Rare. “Exbroco” (their trademark) were manufacturers and wholesalers of
brooms and brushes. This is evidently a wholesale catalogue and not a retail
one, listing and illustrating every conceivable sort of special purpose brush
and broom, whether for floors, carpets, banisters, venetian blinds, parlour
hearths, walls, boats, verandas, lawns, garden paths, sinks, saucepans, dairies,
milk cans (two varieties), lavatories, bottles, flues, stoves, shoes, cloth, or
plate, as well as distemper and whitewash brushes, tar brushes, oil brushes,
scrubbing brushes, laundry brushes, butchers’ scrubs, even toy brooms for the
little lady, not to mention feather dusters, mops and squeegees.
The approximation to a title-page reads: “Catalogue of General Brushware”.

[22]

GIBBS, May.
Nuttybub and Nittersing. Melbourne, Osboldstone and Co.,
1923. Quarto, pp. [vi], 88 + coloured frontispiece, pictorial titlepage, and 20 full-page sepia plates, illustrations in the text
throughout; an excellent copy in original cloth-backed illustrated
boards with colour pictorial onlay, illustrated endpapers.
$440
First edition of this very scarce Gumnut story, the first of May Gibbs’s
books published by Osboldstone.

[23]

NEILSON, John Shaw.
Ballad and Lyrical Poems. Sydney, The Bookfellow in Australia,
1923. Small octavo, pp. 112; neat contemporary ownership inscription
on the endpaper, a very good copy in original stripped pastel green and
pink boards, these a bit spotted and lightly stained, green cloth spine
with paper label (little chipped), top edge trimmed, others uncut. $440
Rare: first edition. Of this ordinary issue only two hundred and fifty copies
were printed of which as many as fifty were never issued, evidently lost after
Neilson’s Melbourne patron, Louise Dyer, left them with “a Melbourne
bookseller” upon her departure to live in Europe.
Perhaps Neilson’s rarest book apart from his leaflet juvenilia, this rare and
important volume has always been difficult to find; even Harry Chaplin who
was collecting aggressively in an earlier age of unequalled opportunities
apologised for the condition of his copies of this book: “both of these copies
are rather soiled but the book is not easily found and must be taken as
offered”.

[24]

TURNER, Ethel S. and Jean CURLEWIS.
The Sunshine Family... With over 150 Illustrations by D.H.
Souter and H. Bancks and others. London and Melbourne,
Ward, Lock & Co., n.d. but 1923. Quarto, pp. 192 + frontispiece
and numerous illustrations in the text; a little spotting of the edges
and endpapers as usual owing to the absorbent paper, an excellent,
bright copy in original cloth-backed pictorial boards.
$1650
Rare: the first edition. Written in collaboration with Ethel Turner’s
daughter, Jean Curlewis, and reprinted from the “Sunbeams”
supplement of the Sydney Sun newspaper, it is richly illustrated by D.H.
Souter and C.J. Bancks, creator of “Ginger Meggs” (although his initials
are misprinted on the title).

[25]

HORNE, George A. and AISTON, G.
Savage Life in Central Australia. London, Macmillan and Co., 1924.
Octavo, pp. xii, 184 + 48 leaves of plates and a folding map; a touch of
spotting but an excellent copy in original blue-green buckram, gilt
vignette of an Aborigine on the front board.
$1100
First edition: a very appealing association copy of one of the classic early
scientific accounts of Aboriginal life in Central Australia. A collaborative
work, this describes Horne’s visits to the Lake Eyre District where Aiston was
Protector, and which draws on Aiston’s twenty years experience as a mounted
trooper among the desert tribes.
This is a particularly apt – and important – association copy, with the
distinctive pencilled ownership mark of Sir W. Baldwin Spencer on the front
endpaper: “Above all an incalculable debt of gratitude is due to Sir Baldwin
Spencer, who not only once, but several times, read through and corrected the
manuscript… His advice and kindly criticism was always well chosen and
was never withheld. Any success our book may achieve is due in no small
measure to him” (Preface by Horne). ANB, 21490; Greenway, 4727.

[26]

BOYD, Martin.
Love Gods by Martin Mills. London, Constable, 1925. Octavo, pp.
320; a touch of foxing but an excellent copy in bright original primary
black cloth, lettered and ruled in purple.
$880
First edition of Boyd’s rare first novel.
Although Martin Boyd had a substantial international career as a novelist in
the five decades from the 1920s to the 1960s, it is not too harsh to say that
Australians ‘rediscovered’ him in the 1960s when many of his earlier novels
were reprinted and even set on High School English syllabuses.
As a member of the remarkable Boyd family of artists and writers his books
had always attracted the attention of earlier generations of serious Australian
collectors but wide appreciation of him dates from the decade of the 1960s
and, consequently, his earlier books have always presented a great challenge.

[27]

LONGMORE, C.
The Old Sixteenth: Being a Record of the 16th Battalion, A.I.F.,
During the Great War, 1914 – 1918. Perth, History Committee of the
16th Battalion Association, 1929. Octavo, pp. xii, 274, [2] (blank) +
frontispiece and three folding plates, other illustrations in the text; fine
in original brown cloth, all edges speckled; with very friable
dustwrapper of thin brown wrapping-paper, the title printed on the front
panel but the dustwrapper otherwise blank; the printed portion of the
front panel is entire, the plain spine is defective, all edges are somewhat
frayed.
$880
First edition: very scarce – with dustwrapper rare indeed. Dornbusch, 324;
Fielding and O’Neil, p. 227; Trigellis-Smith, 219.

[28]

LINDSAY, Norman [ELDERSHAW, M. Barnard].
A Collection of the Drawings to illustrate “The
Quartermaster” by M. Barnard Eldershaw. Sydney,
Bulletin,
[1929].
Eleven
photolithographed
prints
(approximately 42 x 52 cm), complete with illustrated titlesheet; loose as issued, in excellent state.
$1850
Rare: separate publication in large format of Lindsay’s illustrations
for A House is Built by M. Barnard Eldershaw, serialised in the
Bulletin before publication in book form.
Marjorie Barnard and Flora Eldershaw collaborated to write A
House is Built which won first prize in the Bulletin ₤2000 Prize
novel competition. It was then published in weekly instalments in
an abridged form as “The Quartermaster” in the Bulletin between
May and July 1929, with illustrations by Norman Lindsay.
Norman Lindsay’s illustrations proved hugely popular and the
Bulletin decided to publish this series of loose plates (eleven plates
and an illustrated title-sheet). Amazingly, the price was an
exceptionally reasonable 2/- the set. The set of prints was promoted
as suitable for framing and sold without wrapper or other covering.
This circumstance may well explain the rarity of the set today.

[29]

LETT, Lewis.
Knights Errant of Papua. With Introduction by Sir Hubert
Murray… Edinburgh and London, William Blackwood & Sons Ltd.,
1935. Octavo, pp. [ii] (blank), xiv, 284 + one leaf of plates; trifling
edge-foxing but fine in original fine rib-grain mid-blue cloth, spine and
front board lettered in gilt, map front endpapers, with like slightly
spine-darkened illustrated dustwrapper.
$550
First edition: most uncommon in such pleasing condition with the rare
dustwrapper.
Chronicling the heroic age of inland exploration in Papua, this is effectively
an ‘official’ narrative of the achievements of government patrols in the
exploration of Papua from 1890 to 1928. Sir Hubert Murray gave Lett access
to official papers relating to these early patrols that progressively laid open the
interior of the island to European view and Lett gives detailed narrative
accounts of the more important expeditions, including those of Sir William
MacGregor, Staniforth Smith, W.N. Beaver, H.J. Ryan, L.A. Flint, A.C.
Rentoul, E.W.P. Chinnery, L. Austen, C.H. Karius, Ivan Champion, and
others. Allied Geog. Section, II, 28: 198 and 82: 215; ANB, 25729.

[30]

CHATTO, Ronald Henry Stewart.
The Seventh Company: (Field Engineers) A.I.F. 1915 – 1918.
Sydney, Smith’s Newspapers, 1936. Octavo, pp. 214, [2] (colophon,
verso blank) + 20 leaves of plates, with very numerous vignette
illustrations in the text; a trace of generally pale foxing, mainly of the
edges but an excellent copy in the original publisher’s special purple
leather binding, lettered and blocked in gilt, with speckled edges and
silk endpapers.
$1100
Rare: the special issue of this First World War unit history. The present copy
has the ownership inscription of Hon. Lieutenant J. Campbell Close, who saw
action with the Company in France. Tipped onto a preliminary binder’s blank
is a photograph, almost certainly of Close, in a makeshift rowing boat, tipped
onto the verso of the same leaf is a pencil caricature, on brown paper, of an
A.I.F. officer, titled ‘Paddy’. Dornbusch, 304; Fielding and O’Neill, p. 224;
Trigellis-Smith, 295.

[31]

STEWART-MALIR, J.J. (editor).
The Modern Store. Melbourne, 1936. Small folio, pp. 70, very numerous illustrations throughout, some leaves printed in two colours; light
external wear but an excellent copy, spiral bound in original colour-printed card wrappers.
$110
Uncommon: directed to owners of commercial offices and retail establishments, this remarkable and ambitious journal focuses on modern trends in architecture,
interior design, lighting, and other features that mark the creation of the thoroughly contemporary public space in high art deco style. The advertisements and
features provide and unexpectedly rich slice of art deco taste. The photography is mainly by the little known, almost certainly émigré, master photographer W.L.
Lucke-Meyer (see our catalogue 74 for a rare early photobook by him published by Art in Australia, Melbourne by Night Photographed by W.L. Lucke-Meyer).
Lucke-Meyer was the journal’s official photographer: in this issue is his photoessay on the impressive recently-completed Collins Street commercial building,
Capel Court, as well as much else. This is the second issue of the quarterly for March 1936.

[32]

SCOTOW PRESS (publisher).
Australian Homes and Plans: Interior Decoration, Lighting,
Heating, Exterior Decoration and the Garden [No. 2]. Sydney,
Scotow Press, [1939]. Quarto, pp. 128, very numerous illustrations
throughout, mainly photographic, and two leaves of colour plates; the
wrappers a trifle spotted and with a label over the original price (“Two
Shillings) removed but a very good, clean copy in original illustrated
wrappers.
$145
Scarce: a comprehensive overview of domestic architecture and design in
1939 New South Wales, directed to the new home buyer. The book is in
several sections: introductory section discussing how to finance and buy a
home; a “Domestic Architecture Section” which displays 28 actual local
homes, all illustrated and with floor plans and architects named (surprisingly,
only one of these shows art deco influence, most are more reminiscent of
1920s design); an “Interior Decoration” section with much text and substantial
illustration (the interiors show a much greater influence of art deco style,
although not predominantly so); and a brief final section, “The Garden”,
comprising an article by landscape artist George Rosten Lee, M.A.L.A.,
A.L.S., “Planning an Artistic Miniature Garden”.
There were three books published in this annual series, 1938, 1939, and 1940,
when the war intervened. Scotow Press revived the title in a periodical (vol. 1,
no. 1, 1948) that survived into the second decade of the twenty-first century.

[33]

WHITE, Patrick.
The Aunt’s Story. London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1948. Octavo,
pp. [vi], 346; edges and endpapers slightly spotted, an excellent copy in
original dark blue cloth with the extremely scarce Roy de Maistre
dustwrapper that has some old tears, old tape stains and other soiling; a
very good copy overall.
$1850
Very scarce: the first British edition of White’s third novel, inspired by a Roy
de Maistre painting.
The dustwrapper reproduces de Maistre’s painting, “The Garden”, making
this perhaps more desirable, sentimentally, than the New York first edition.
The Aunt’s Story was White’s first novel for which dustwrapper art was
supplied by a contemporary Australian artist: this would become a
characteristic feature of the British publication of White’s novels, with Sidney
Nolan’s work being used most characteristically. Hubber and Smith, E2.

[34]

MASONITE CORPORATION (Australia) Ltd.
It’s easy to make it of MASONITE “Shorts” [wrapper title].
Sydney, H.C. Durant [for Masonite Corporation (Australia) Ltd., n.d.
but 1950s. Small oblong octavo, pp. [24] (including wrappers), printed
in red and black, with photographic illustrations throughout; an
excellent copy, stapled in original titling-wrappers.
$185
Extremely scarce: “Masonite Boards are made in a standard size… Certain
special sizes are cut to order, however, with the result that off-cuts or
‘Shorts’… are left. These ‘Shorts’ are sold to the public at special prices…”
The booklet comprises projects (mostly with diagrams) and photographic
illustrations for the home handyman to make with these cheap shorts. The
designs shown for several pieces of furniture are tantalisingly reminiscent of
21st-century Ikea designs.
One specialised use of shorts in this period was for oil paintings, owing to the
scarcity and expense of stretched canvas. Some of the most important works
by the most esteemed Australian artists of the period were painted on just
such ‘Shorts’ (although the often somewhat irregular angles of some pieces
suggest that artists also cut their own boards: as carpenters they were good
artists).

[35]

STOW, Randolph.
A Haunted Land. London, Macdonald, 1956. Octavo, pp. 254, [2] (blank); the top and fore-edge just slightly spotted, endpapers lightly offset,
original brown cloth slightly mottled as usual, a very good copy with like little edge-creased and chipped dustwrapper.
$550
Signed and inscribed copy (1970) of the first edition of the extremely scarce first novel by one of the major Australian novelists of the century. Signed copies of
Stow’s books are uncommonly scarce on the market, this is one of less than a handful we have seen.

[36]

WUNDERLICH Limited.
Modern Metal Ceilings… [wrapper title]. Sydney, Wunderlich
Limited, 1956. Quarto, pp. 12 (including wrappers), photographic
and line-drawn illustrations throughout; about fine.
$330
Rare 1950s Wunderlich catalogue of metal ceilings, issued at the final
gasp of the metal ceiling which was almost universally replaced by
plaster in the 1960s – this is the first such catalogue from the 1950s that
we have handled in the last twenty years.
The designs are thoroughly 1950s modern – one might even imagine a
touch of the Flintstones in one design (no. 1876). One or two perhaps
owe something to the art deco movement (especially no. 1868) but the
overwhelming impression is of pure modern design of the period. The
ceiling patterns are situated in illustrations throughout (either
photographic or line drawn) and form a mini-mini-encyclopaedia of
period interior design.

[37]

MALOUF, David.
Johnno: A Novel. Brisbane, University of Queensland Press, 1975.
Octavo, pp. [viii], 170, [2] (blank); near fine in original boards with like
dustwrapper.
$285
First edition of Malouf’s much-praised first novel, the most outwardly
autobiographical of his novels and the book that established the exceptional
diversity of his achievement across several genres.

[38]

MURRAY, Les A.
The Idyll Wheel: Cycle of a Year at Bunyah, New South Wales,
April 1986 – April 1987. Wood engravings by Rosalind Atkins.
Canberra, Officina Brindabella, 1989. Quarto, pp. [36] (first leaf and
last page blank), with wood engravings by Rosalind Atkins; original
unlettered kangaroo hide-backed boards, printed label on the front
board, hand-bound by Katharine Nix; hand-made green grass fibre
endpapers; bottom edge uncut; plain mylar dustwrapper as issued; a
fine copy.
$550
First edition and now very scarce: edition limited to 290 numbered and
signed copies. Richards, 21.

